
Nobody else can get you to “Go Live” like RFgen. Our team’s depth of expertise creates a 
customer project experience that is unequaled in efficiency, insights, and collaboration. 
But the need for expertise and partnership does not always end at system launch. For 
example, you might find that you need more user training, help with unexpected operational 
workflows, or advanced support for business continuity. Whether it’s system enhancements 
or additional strategic planning, business can’t wait, and you want to know that experts are 
available to help.

RFgen has the solution you need. When you add RFgen Ready, you’re adding expert bench 
strength that will be ready to partner with you and guide you, no matter what mobile 
barcoding need comes along. 

RFgen Ready is a powerful way to gain: 

 X CONFIDENCE: No matter your goals or your operational challenges, expert help is 
standing by. 

 X EFFICIENCY: No more delays while you iron out details or wait for a cost estimate. 
Work can begin immediately post go-live. 

 X CONTINUITY: Your business is growing and moving fast, be ready to adapt with a 
partner who already knows you and your business. 

 X FLEXIBILITY: Come to us with any challenge, task, or problem and we will tackle it 
with the right people for the job. RFgen Ready gives you access to our entire team. 

 X COST SAVINGS: Hourly rates can increase. But pre-paying for our help locks in the 
hours you purchase, guaranteed, with no increase in rates.

RFGEN SOFTWARE
RFgen Software provides high-reliability barcoding software that 
directly integrates with ERP systems to help organizations reduce cost 
while increasing efficiency. Through certified integrations to all major 
ERPs, RFgen enables automation of critical inventory, warehouse, and 
supply chain workflows.

For more information about RFgen Ready, please contact:
sales@rfgen.com | +1 888.426.2285 

RFGEN READY
Guaranteed expert help when you need it. 


